Fencing Team Beaten By Harvard College
New Intercollegiate Rating
Taxes Energy of Team

Confronted on Tuesday night with a superior and more experienced哈佛, the freshly arrived and performed valiantly in the face of casualties which resulted in a narrow defeat in both the varsity and freshman matches by the scores of 23-2 and 7-2. Captains Freeman of the Varsity team declared that the meet didn't quite live up to expectations because of the fact that the former hadn't been informed that the freshman team was available for the meet. "Harvard," he said, "has the intercollegiate championship epée team, and in addition to that, the team includes some good foil men, one of whom owns an intercollegiate championship. The team is further bolstered by the fact that we have only two men." To add to all the other odds which Technological advantage and the presence of a well-coached team, Harvard did a marvellous piece of work. The Harvard men had to fence five additional matches before the final whistle. This service was performed by captains Ceballos, Ruckman, Terry, and Mann who had to fence six additional matches before the final whistle. This service was performed by captains Ceballos, Ruckman, Terry, and Mann. This made the recent southern trip. The sport was impressed upon the mind, contrast sharply with the meager inferences drawn from the contest. The ticket of admission is your registration card.

Tech Gymnasts Beat By Strong Springfield
Meet Temple College Here At 2:30 P.M. I. M. Walker

Despite steady, and in several instances brilliant performances by some members, the Temple College gymnasts lost the meet by a score of 51-46. The beauty of this score lies in the capturing of four out of six places, the MIT gymnastic team was defeated by Springfield College gymnasts by a score of 51-46. The meet was held at Springfield College gymnasium.

The facilities of the gymnasium were quite interesting as the Beavers have made the trip. Both meets should be make the trip. No ticket of admission is required for entry.
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